
Kidmore End - 294 - 4 (off 20 overs starting at 200) 

Hurley    - 312 for 8 won by 18 runs.        

 

Two rare events this summer, a sunny evening and a home match, for our final league outing of 
2016.  How things have moved on since struggling to chase 20 off 20 overs in our opening game vs 
Wargrave back in mid May. 

Hannah won the toss and decided that Kidmore End should bat first on a glorious looking pitch 
(thanks Jeff!).  Our normally frugal attack came in for some early punishment as Kidmore raced away 
to 230 without loss in 4 overs and despite Amelie Haslehurst bowling one of their 2nd pair in over 8, 
the momentum was very much with them at 247 for 1. 

A Thomas Mennie throw from the deep to Connor Botha punished an ill-judged 2nd run and 
Kidmore's scoring rate slowed as they reached 265 for 3 off 16, Noah Drew claiming a bowled wicket 
in over 13.  Kidmore's final pair threw caution to the wind, running everything and amassing net 29, 
to post the daunting total of 294 for 4.   

After a watchful first over, Noah (12 net 7 runs) and Henry Drew (15 runs) set about the run chase in 
positive fashion moving quickly to 231 for 1 off 4.  Hannah (11 net 6) and Amelie (12) played equally 
positively, Amelie dispatching 2 big fours as the home score moved on to 259 - 2 off 8. 

Our U9 pair of Archie Wild (11 runs) and George Crowe grew into their 4 overs and left Hurley just 23 
short of victory with 8 overs remaining.  Connor Botha and Fergus Heggie batted carefully adding 9 
more and final pairing of Thomas Mennie (27 net 22) and Eddie Davie took little time to move Hurley 
ahead, playing with freedom for the rest of their innings, including 4 fours off one over, 2 of which 
fell just short of being sixes. 

Two partnerships of net 31 and one of net 28 kept us ahead of the run-rate and saw us comfortably 
home and it is great to see so many of the team batting so positively.  Up there with the win over 
Peppard this was a great all-round performance.  Special mention goes to Archie Wild for stepping in 
at wicket keeper after 9 overs and for keeping flawlessly throughout, standing up to our bowlers and 
moving well to take a few leg side deliveries.  The pick of our bowling was a Henry Drew maiden 
and 2 fiery George Crowe overs that conceded just one run each. 

Many thanks to Neil for scoring, Clint and Ian for umpiring and to Anne for the mid game cake boost.  

A great way to conclude our league program with 6 wins in 8 games and we'll finish 2nd or 3rd which 
is thoroughly deserved for a team that has listened and progressed well throughout the season.  Still 
lots to work on for those coming back next year but it has been very rewarding to work with the 
players. 
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